Combinatorial signalling controls Neurogenin2 expression at the onset of spinal neurogenesis.
A central issue during embryonic development is to define how different signals cooperate in generating unique cell types. To address this issue, we focused on the function and the regulation of the proneural gene Neurogenin2 (Neurog2) during early mouse spinal neurogenesis. We showed that Neurog2 is first expressed in cells within the neural plate anterior to the node from the 5 somite-stage. The analysis of Neurog2 mutants established a role for this gene in triggering neural differentiation during spinal cord elongation. We identified a 798 base pair enhancer element (Neurog2-798) upstream of the Neurog2 coding sequence that directs the early caudal expression of Neurog2. Embryo culture experiments showed that Retinoic Acid (RA), Sonic hedgehog (Shh) and Fibroblast Growth Factor signals act in concert on this enhancer to control the spatial and temporal induction of Neurog2. We further demonstrated by transgenesis that two RA response elements and a Gli binding site within the Neurog2-798 element are absolutely required for its activity, strongly suggesting that the regulation of Neurog2 early expression by RA and Shh signals is direct. Our data thus support a model where signal integration at the level of a single enhancer constitutes a key mechanism to control the onset of neurogenesis.